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The wave propagation and power deposition inside and outside the blue-core

helicon plasma are computed, together with their transitional behaviours prior to

and after the blue-core formation. Computations refer to the experiments on the

CSDX (controlled shear decorrelation experiment) (Thakur et al., Plasma Sources

Science and Technology 23: 044,006, 2014 and Thakur et al., IEEE Transactions on

Plasma Science 43: 2754–2759, 2015). It is found that the radial profile of wave

electric field peaks off-axis during the blue-core formation, and the location of this

peak is very close to that of particle transport barrier observed in experiment; the

radial profile of wave magnetic field shows multiple radial modes inside the blue-

core column, which is consistent with the experimental observation of coherent

highmmodes through Bessel function. The axial profiles of wave field indicate that

the decay length shortens for increased external field strength, especially when the

blue-core mode has been achieved, and this length is relatively longer inside the

core than that outside. The wave energy density is overall lower in two orders after

blue-core formation than that prior to, and the energy distribution shows a periodic

boundary layer near the edge of blue-core column. The dispersion relation inside

the blue-core column suggests the presence of two radial modes, while outside

the blue-core column it shows no variation, i.e. constant wave number with

changed frequency. The power deposition appears to be off-axis in the radial

direction, forming ahollowprofile, andwhen theblue-coremodehas been formed

it shows periodic structure in the axial direction. Analyses based on the step-like

function theory and introduced blue-core constant provide consistent results and

more physics understanding. These details of wave propagation and power

deposition during the blue-core formation are presented for the first time, and

helpful for understanding the mechanism of blue-core phenomenon. The

equivalence of blue-core plasma column to optical fiber for electromagnetic

communication is also explored, and preliminary calculation shows that total

reflection can indeed occur if the incident angle is larger than a threshold

value. This may inspire a novel application of helicon plasma, and is one of the

most interesting findings of present work.
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1 Introduction

The underlying physics of helicon discharge, which can

produce high-density plasma with remarkable ionisation rate,

have been attracting great research interest [1–6]. Besides

further measurements of TG (Trivelpiece–Gould) mode and

energetic electrons, the blue-core phenomenon that plasma

shrinks towards axis and emits bright light in blue colour

(argon) for high input RF power and strong confining

magnetic field remains mysterious and most challenging of

the field [7–12]. It represents a general bright-core mode of

helicon discharge for other gases as well, for example nitrogen

and helium [13, 14], although in different colours. This

bright-core mode denotes the highest level of helicon

discharge for which the definition lies in that the gas is

fully ionised (100% ionisation rate), because further

increased power does not enhance the plasma density but

the ionisation state due to the ion pumping effects [15].

Common features have been drawn from this mode such as

azimuthal instabilities driven by radial pressure gradients,

and high-beta (beta is the ratio of particle pressure to

magnetic field pressure) effects [16]. Previous studies

mainly employed optical camera and/or spectrometer to

characterise these features after the blue-core formation

[10, 11, 17–19], however, little attention was given to the

transitional behaviours from non-blue-core mode to blue-

core mode. Especially, to our best knowledge, there is no

measurement yet about the wave field and power absorption

inside and outside the blue-core plasma column, respectively.

The present work is devoted to studying the transitional and

spatial details of blue-core formation via numerical

computations. We shall compute the wave propagation and

power deposition prior to and after the blue-core formation,

showing significant changes during the mode transition;

furthermore, the wave propagation and power deposition

features inside and outside the blue-core column are also

presented, showing remarkable difference in spatial structures.

According to our best knowledge, these details are given for the

first time, and very helpful for revealing the mechanism of blue-

core phenomenon. The electromagnetic solver (EMS) [20]

employed for computations have been well-benchmarked

against various experiments and analytical calculations

[21–24], demonstrating its predictive capability. Here, to make

our computations more valuable and reliable, we refer to the

experiments on the CSDX (controlled shear decorrelation

experiment) [9, 25] by using the experimental data as inputs

and carrying out preliminary comparisons. Moreover, step-like

function theory [26] will be utilised for physics analysis, which

provides consistent results. Finally, the equivalent analogy of

blue-core plasma column to optical fiber will be explored for

electromagnetic communications, inspired by their similarities.

This equivalence may promote novel applications of blue-core

helicon plasma, an exciting and valuable finding of present work.

2 Numerical scheme

2.1 Electromagnetic solver

The EMS, which has been used successfully to model various

plasma sources [21–24, 27, 28], is based on two Maxwell’s

equations: Faraday’s law and Ampere’s law [20],

∇× E � −zB
zt
, (1)

∇× B � μ0 ja +
zD
zt

( ), (2)

with E and B the wave electric and magnetic fields,

respectively. The symbols of μ0 and t are standard

permeability of vacuum and time. The system is driven by the

current density ja of external antenna. Perturbations vary in form

of exp[i(kz + mθ − ωt)], with k the axial wave number, m the

azimuthal mode number and ω the driving frequency, for a right-

hand cylindrical coordinate system (r; θ; z). The displacement

vector D is linked to E via a cold-plasma dielectric tensor [29],

D � ε0 εE + ig E × b( ) + η − ε( ) E · b( )b[ ]. (3)

Here, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and b is the unit vector

of external magnetic field (b = B0/B0). The dielectric tensor

comprises three components:

ε � 1 −∑
α

ω + i]α
ω

ω2
pα

ω + i]α( )2 − ω2
cα

, (4)

g � −∑
α

ωcα

ω

ω2
pα

ω + i]α( )2 − ω2
cα

, (5)

η � 1 −∑
α

ω2
pα

ω ω + i]α( ). (6)

The subscript α labels the species of particles, i. e. ion and

electron, and the plasma frequency ωpα �
									
nαq2α/ε0mα

√
and

cyclotron frequency ωcα = qαB0/mα are standard definitions.

The phenomenological collision frequency ]α accounts

for collisions between electrons, ions and neutrals, where

background pressure is implemented. For the half-turn helical

antenna considered below, ja has three components:

jar � 0, (7)

jaθ � Ia
eimπ − 1

2
δ r − Ra( ) i

mπ
δ z − za( ) + δ z − za − La( )[ ]{

+H z − za( )H za + La − z( )
La

e−imπ 1− z−za( )/La[ ]},
(8)

jaz � Ia
e−imπ 1− z−za( )/La[ ]

πRa

1 − eimπ

2
δ r − Ra( ) × H z − za( )H za + La − z( ).

(9)

Here, the subscript a denotes the antenna, i. e. La the length,

Ra the radius, za the distance to left endplate, Ia the magnitude of
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antenna current, and H is the Heaviside step function. The

boundary conditions enclosing the model are formed by

assuming that the tangential components of E vanish on the

surface of chamber walls:

Eθ R, z( ) � Ez R, z( ) � 0, (10)
Er r, 0( ) � Eθ r, 0( ) � 0, (11)
Er r, L( ) � Eθ r, L( ) � 0, (12)

where R and L are the radius and length of chamber,

respectively.

2.2 Domain and conditions

The EMS model is solved by finite difference method based

on four staggered rectangular grids [20]. Figure 1 shows the

computational domain that is drawn referring to the recent

layout of CSDX experiments [9, 25]. The source chamber

(Pyrex glass) in length of 0.4 m and diameter of 0.15 m

connects the diffusion chamber (stainless steel) of length

2.8 m and diameter 0.2 m coaxially. Two diagnostic ports are

located at z = 1.2 m (P1) and z = 2 m (P2), respectively, in the

diffusion chamber to measure the cross-sectional parameters.

The source plasma is generated by a half-turn helical antenna in

length of 0.2 m and diameter of 0.15 m, for which the current

density is expressed by Eq. 7 ~Eq. 9. The antenna is driven by a

radio-frequency (RF) power supply with fixed frequency of

13.56 MHz and maximum power of 5 kW. Here, we also fix

the current magnitude to 12 A throughout the paper, referring to

the fixed power of 1.6 kW in experiment. The filling gas is argon.

The external magnetic field is uniform for both the source and

diffusion regions with the same magnitude, and referring to the

experiment and previous publications [9, 25, 30], we also choose

the four typical strengths of 0.08, 0.12, 0.14 and 0.16 T.

Accordingly, four normalised radial profiles of plasma density

are constructed, as shown in Figure 2. They are fitted from

experimental data [9, 31] with expressions: exp[ − 2746.46r2] for

0.08 T, exp[ − 4167.88r2] for 0.12 T, exp[ − 35,526.8r2] for 0.14 T,

and exp[ − 31,493.9r2] for 0.16 T. We can see that the plasma

shrinks onto axis with increased magnetic field, i. e. larger

gradient in radius, whereas field strength higher than 0.14 T

yields little difference. Please note that the discharge mode is W

(helicon) for all these field strengths, although the blue-core

formation occurs after 0.14 T (including), and the input power is

fixed to 1.6 kW during the field variations. Other conditions are

also set to be the same to the CSDX experiments [9, 25], including

electron temperature of 4 eV. These identical settings bring about

great convenience for comparison between numerical and

experimental results. Although detailed comparison cannot be

performed here, due to the lack of experimental data about the

wave field and power absorption during the blue-core formation

in the CSDX, this work surely serves as a predictive reference for

future experiments. Nevertheless, we shall still compare them

preliminarily in terms of the radial locations of blue-core edge,

inferred by wave field from computations and by particle flux

from experiments, respectively.

FIGURE 1
Schematic of computational domain referring to the CSDX [9, 25, 30]. The uniform magnetic field is for both source and diffusion regions with
same magnitude.

FIGURE 2
Normalised radial profiles of plasma density for four external
magnetic field strengths, fitted from experimental data on the
CSDX [9, 31].
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3 Computed results

3.1 Wave propagation

We first investigate the wave propagation characteristics for

the plasma density profiles constructed above. Figure 3 and

Figure 4 show the typical radial profiles of wave electric field

and magnetic field, respectively, calculated at the first port (P1 in

Figure 1), which provides convenience for experimental

verification. It can be seen that the wave electric field shows

multiple peaks that appear to scale with the density profile width

for low field strengths, and clearly forms a local peak around r ≈
0.015 m for high field strengths. This temporally oscillating peak

could induce ponderomotive force [32–34] that may contribute

to the formation of transport barrier for which, however, detailed

confirmation requires further study. Indeed, the location of this

peak is very close to the experimental observation of transport

barrier at r ≈ 0.02 m during the blue-core formation [9, 25].

However, the correlation between them is unclear at present and

will be explored in the future. Moreover, the wave magnetic field

shows additional radial modes inside r ≈ 0.015 m for high field

strengths, which can be seen more clearly from the normalised

results shown by the inset curves. This is consistent with the

experimental observation that very coherent high-m fluctuations

occur inside the blue-core column. Due to the limitation of EMS

that only a singlem can be considered for each run of simulation

(m = 1 throughout the paper for the half-turn helical antenna

employed here), however, we cannot see directly the appearance

of high-m structure but indirectly from the formation of multiple

radial modes.

This can be inferred from the resonant eigenmodes [35]:

Br � iU

2Q
β + k( )Jm−1 Qr( ) + β − k( )Jm+1 Qr( )[ ], (13)

Bθ � − U

2Q
β + k( )Jm−1 Qr( ) − β − k( )Jm+1 Qr( )[ ], (14)

with U the amplitude constant and Q2 = β2 − k2. It is the

Bessel function Jm(r) that correlates the radial and azimuthal

modes, while in physics they are essentially determined by the

spatial eigenmode resonance. Overall, the radial profiles of wave

FIGURE 3
Radial profiles of wave electric field (A), radial component; (B), azimuthal component for four external magnetic field strengths, measured at z =
1.2 m (P1).

FIGURE 4
Radial profiles of wave magnetic field (A), radial component; (B), azimuthal component for four external magnetic field strengths, measured at
z = 1.2 m (P1). The inset shows normalised results.
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electric field and magnetic field show significant difference when

the confining magnetic field increases from low magnitude

(before blue-core formation) to high magnitude (after blue-

core formation). These different spatial profiles of wave field

before and after the blue-core formation can be also observed in

the axial direction. We compute the wave magnetic field, which is

easily measurable by B-dot probe in experiment, at two radial

locations, namely r = 0 m (inside blue-core column) and r =

0.04 m (outside blue-core column). As shown by Figure 5, the

wave field looks more evanescent for higher field strength, i.e.

decay length shortened from 0.08 to 0.16 T, and more evanescent

for bigger radius, i.e. shorter decay length at r = 0.04 m compared

to that at r = 0 m. To showmore details, we compute the phase of

wave magnetic field inside and outside the blue-core column

(B0 = 0.16 T), via θ = arctan Im[Bθ]/Re[Bθ]. Figure 6 presents the

results. One can see that the wave propagation inside has

identical phase in the axial direction (helicon mode) (z ≈ 1.1

~ 2.7 m away from antenna and endplates), whereas there seems

no regular phase outside but periodic singularities (close to

vacuum mode). The underlying reason could be attributed to

the plasma density outside the core which is too low to support

the helicon mode. The axial profiles of wave electric field show

similar features. This implies that the existence of blue-core

plasma column in a sense confines the wave propagation

inside and localises the wave field near the axial position of

antenna, which is illustrated more clearly by the two-dimensional

contour plots of wave energy distribution shown in Figure 7. We

can see that, with the field strength increased, the wave energy

magnitude drops significantly (in two orders), especially from

0.12 T (before blue-core formation) to 0.14 T (after blue-core

formation); moreover, the distribution forms a periodic

boundary layer around r ≈ 0.015 m for high-field cases

(0.14 and 0.16 T), close to the location of transport barrier at

r ≈ 0.02 m observed in experiment [9, 25]. This periodic structure

looks similar to the beat pattern of helicon radiation observed

earlier [23, 36], and is consistent with the whistler bouncing at

sharp plasma edge [37, 38]. The off-axis peaks in the radial profile

of wave energy density shown by Figure 8 (inset curves)

correspond to this boundary layer. Here, integration has been

performed along the axial direction, same to the method of

experimental measurement, showing the accumulated wave

energy in the cross section.

To reveal the intrinsic physics of different wave propagation

features inside and outside the blue-core column, we focus on the

case of B0 = 0.16 T and run the EMS code for frequency range of

f = π ~ 10π MHz. Utilising a Fourier decomposition method to

extract the dominant k from the axial profiles of wave field, we

obtain the dispersion relations shown in Figure 9. For the

location inside blue-core column, the dispersion relation

appears linear (in form of k = af + b with a the gradient and

b an arbitrary non-zero constant) and discontinuous in form of

two segments which may imply two distinct modes. For the

FIGURE 5
Axial profiles of wave magnetic field for various confining field strengths, measured inside (A), (r = 0 m) and outside (B), (r = 0.04 m) blue-core
column.
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location outside blue-core column, the computed dispersion

relation is not linear but constant, for which we could draw a

horizontal line to label the average value of k = 22.37 m−1. The

corresponding wave length is λ = 0.28 m, close to the length of

antenna (0.2 m), and independent of frequency, whereas the

wave length inside blue-core column is much shorter and varies

with frequency. This demonstrates that the wave modes inside

and outside blue-core column are essentially different. As shown

in Figure 5 and Figure 6, once the blue-core column has been

formed, wave propagation is mostly confined inside, similar to

the light propagation in optical fiber [39, 40]. This feature may

inspire novel applications of blue-core helicon plasma, which will

be analysed further in next section.

3.2 Power deposition

Next, we explore how the power is deposited from antenna

to plasma, especially when the blue-core column has been

formed. Different from wave energy that showing the wave

propagation features, power deposition shows the coupling

effect between antenna and plasma column and is more

important for experimental operations. Figure 10 shows the

radial profiles of computed power deposition, which have

been integrated over the axial direction in a similar way as

done for Figure 8. One can see that the magnitude of power

deposition reduces significantly when the field strength

increases from 0.12 to 0.14 T. This indicates that the

coupling effect becomes much more weak after the blue-

core formation; moreover, the discharge evolves into a

different mode. This is consistent with the experimental

observation that the discharge transits from blue-colour

mode to blue-core mode [9]. The decreased power for

shrunk density profiles implies that certain magnitude of

plasma density near edge is beneficial for power coupling,

which also agrees with previous studies [41–45]. Please note

that for fixed power (1.6 kW), the uncoupled power in

experiment is reflected by matching box and becomes heat,

whereas our simulation here does not include the matching

box and heat module thus cannot see the “extra” power, which

will be improved in future simulations. More interestingly, we

find that the power deposition is hollow in radius for all field

strengths and its peak moves closer to axis when the field

strength increases. A two-dimensional picture of power

absorption density is given by Figure 11. Similar to

Figure 7, it shows that the power distribution shrinks

radially towards axis and localises more near the axial

position of antenna when the field strength is increased;

moreover, it forms a periodic boundary layer after the

blue-core establishment. Additionally, inside the layer, the

maximum power deposition is off-axis, especially far away

from the antenna in the diffusion region.

To demonstrate the validity of our simulations, we compare

preliminarily the radial locations of blue-core edge inferred from

the computed wave field and from the measured particle flux.

Figure 12 shows the case for the highest field strength of B0 =

FIGURE 6
Phase for wave magnetic field inside (A), (r = 0 m) and outside (B), (r = 0.04 m) blue-core column (B0 = 0.16 T).
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0.16 T. Here, we assume that the peak of wave field oscillation

correlates with the existence of particle transport barrier in some

way that will be determined later, and the sign-inverse point of

particle flux labels the transport barrier. The particle flux was

measured by Langmuir probes in experiment, and due to limited

data the error bar is not available at the moment. We can see that

they are very close, confirming preliminarily the validity of

present work. Due to the absence of experimental data on

wave field and power distribution across the blue-core plasma

column and the incapability of EMS to capture particle

movement, however, direct comparison cannot be made on

the same parameter at present but will be surely carried out

in our future research.

4 Theoretical analysis

4.1 Step-like function theory

To reveal the underlying physics more clearly, we

employ the step-like function theory developed by

Breizman and Arefiev for radially localised helicon mode

[26]. This step-like conception coincides to the blue-core

plasma column with sharp radial gradient and represents an

ideal case for easy quantification. The theory comprises two

equations:

FIGURE 7
Wave energy density for typical four magnetic field strengths. White area shows magnitude higher than the range of colour bar.

FIGURE 8
Integrated radial profiles of wave energy for the four external
magnetic field strengths. The inset shows normalised results.
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1
r

z

zr
r
zE

zr
[ ] − m2

r2
E � − m

k2r

ω2

c2
Ezg/zr

1 + mzg/zr( )/k2rη, (15)

1
r

z

zr
εr

z

zr
Ez[ ] − m

r

zg

zr
+ εm

r
[ ]Ez − k2ηEz � 0, (16)

for helicon and TG modes, respectively, with

E � Ez[1 + k2rη/(mzg/zr)]. To focus on the radial density

gradient, an artificial step-like density profile can be constructed:

nα r( ) � n0 for 0≤ r≤ rp,
np for rp ≤ r≤ r0.

{ (17)

The symbols of n0 and r0 represent the density inside core

and edge radius of plasma column, respectively, while n* and r*
label the density outside core and radius of density jump. Please

note that this step-like density profile, although is unrealistic in

experiment, can manifest the effect of radial density gradient and

simplify the mathematical treatment. The resulted electric field

has expression [26]:

E r( ) � E0
r/rp( )|m| for 0≤ r≤ rp,

r/rp( )−|m| for rp ≤ r≤ r0,
{ (18)

with E0 a constant. For the m = 1 mode considered here, its

radial profile is displayed in Figure 13 (with r* = 0.02 m and r0 =

0.07 m referring to the CSDX experiments [9, 25]). This loosely

resembles the computed results shown in Figure 3 (in that figure

Ez(r) is very similar to Er(r) for the m = 1 mode studied) for the

blue-core mode (high-field cases): the wave electric field peaks

off-axis and decreases toward both axis and edge. It implies that

the off-axis peaks on wave electric field are caused by large radial

gradient in plasma density during blue-core formation.

According to the step-like function theory, this density jump

plays a key role in the power coupling from plasma edge to core

[26] and accommodate the mode conversion from TG to helicon

[37]. Therefore, we suppose that the peak wave oscillations

represent the occurrence of strongest power coupling and

mode conversion.

Next, to explore in detail the effects of density jump, i. e.

magnitude and location, we introduce the ratios of Cn = n*/n0 and

Cr = r*/r0, respectively, which are bigger than zero and smaller

than unity, and the product of Cb = Cn × Cr to quantify the

shrinking feature of blue-core plasma. This product can be thus

defined in phrase of “blue-core constant” or more generally

“bright-core constant” to include other gases as well. When

fitted to the experimental density profiles shown in Figure 2,

this constant becomes Cb = Cn × Cr ≈ 0.2 × 0.1 ≈ 0.02 which labels

the formation of blue-core mode. We also introduce the

parameter of γ = P*/P0 in simulations to measure the ratio of

power deposition inside the blue-core column (P*) to that in total

(P0). The radius for P* is chosen to be r = 0.02 m, same to the

measured edge of blue-core column in experiments [9, 25].

Figure 14 shows the computed dependence of γ on Cn and Cr.

We can see that γ largely increases with reduced Cn and Cr. This

indicates that the more plasma is shrunk onto axis, the more

power is deposited inside the core region. However, there is an

abnormal point for Cn < 0.2 in Figure 14A where the ratio drops

FIGURE 9
Dispersion relations inside (A), (r = 0 m) and outside (B), (r = 0.04 m) the blue-core column for B0 = 0.16 T.

FIGURE 10
Integrated radial profiles of power deposition for the four
external magnetic field strengths. The inset shows normalised
results.
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back, and could be attributed to the plasma density near edge

which is too low to efficiently couple the power from antenna

into core. This critical role of edge density for power absorption

has been also claimed by other studies [41–45]. This section of

step-like analyses provides quantitative and consistent results for

the Gaussian density profiles studied in previous sections, and

FIGURE 11
Power absorption density for typical four magnetic field strengths. White area shows magnitude higher than the range of colour bar.

FIGURE 12
Radial profiles of computed wave field and measured particle
flux. The red dot on solid line shows the peak magnitude of wave
field at r = 0.015 m, and the red dot on dashed line denotes the
sign-inverse point of particle flux at r ≈ 0.02 m.

FIGURE 13
Radial profile of wave electric field for step-like density.
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introduces the analogy of blue-core plasma column to optical

fiber discussed below.

4.2 Equivalence to optical fiber

Inspired by the finding above that wave propagation is

confined mostly inside the blue-core column and the radial

density gradient is very large (close to step-like), we propose

that this blue-core helicon plasma could be used for

electromagnetic communications, similar to the optical fiber

for light communication [39, 40]. The interest is to consider

the blue-core plasma column as a type of nonlinear optical fiber.

The novelty that a plasma fiber may offer (over its optical

equivalent) is the ability to tune or actively modify the fiber.

To achieve this, the condition of total reflection has to be met,

and Figure 15 gives an illustration. This illustration is consistent

with previous findings that obliquely propagating waves are

reflected by radial density gradient before they reach the edge

of plasma [46–48], following a zigzag motion confined to the

high density core.

According to the law of refraction, namely n1 sin ϕ1 = n2
sin ϕ2 with n the index of refraction and ϕ the angle to normal

direction, we know that the threshold angle for total reflection

(ϕ2 = π/2) is ϕ1 = arcsin (n2/n1). Referring to the definition of n

(n = c/vph or n = λ0/λ with c the speed of light, vph the phase

velocity, and λ0 the wavelength in vacuum) and waves in uniform

magnetised plasma [29, 49], we can write n in form of

n2 � G ± F

2 ε sin2 ψ + η cos2 ψ( ) (19)

with:

G � ε2 − g2( )sin2 ψ + εη 1 + cos2 ψ( ), (20)
F2 � ε2 − g2( ) − εη[ ]2 sin4 ψ + 4g2η2 cos2 ψ. (21)

Please note that here ψ labels the angle of wave vector to the

confining magnetic field, which lies in the same direction of blue-

core edge, so that we have ψ + ϕ1 = π/2 as shown in Figure 15. For

either parallel wave, i. e.

n2 � 1 −∑
α

ω2
pα

ω ω ± ωcα( ) ≈ ∑
α

ω2
pα

ω ω ± ωcα( ), (22)

or oblique wave such as whistler mode, i. e.

n2 � ω2
pe

ω ωce cosψ − ω( ), (23)

we can all draw conclusion with high-density

approximation (ω2 ≪ω2
pα and ω2

cα ≪ω2
pα) that the index of

refraction is proportional to the square root of plasma density,

i. e. n∝
		
nα

√
, if other conditions (frequency and field strength)

are fixed. Therefore, as long as the incident angle is bigger

than the threshold value of ϕ1 � arcsin ( 		
np

√
/

		
n0

√ ), the total
reflection will occur and the blue-core plasma can indeed

behave as an “optical fiber” for electromagnetic

communications. Similarly, the blue-core plasma could also

act as a waveguide for waves of other frequencies [50].

Experimental verification of these ideas is underway on the

WISE (Wave-particle-plasma Interaction Study Experiment)

FIGURE 14
Dependence of γ (γ = P*/P0) on: (A) Cn = n*/n0, (B) Cr = r*/r0.

FIGURE 15
Illustration of blue-core plasma column behaving as “optical
fiber” for electromagnetic communications.
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being built and an exploration project of 1.5 million just

received. We shall present the results in the near future. Please

note that even this novel concept of “plasma fiber” has been

verified, it is not intended to replace the widely used optical

fiber. Instead, it could be a key component settled into the

traditional fiber system for unconventional purposes such as

encryption, multi-mode, and nonlinear transmissions.

5 Conclusion

The blue-core phenomenon during helicon discharge

has been attracting great research interests recently.

Different from existing studies which mainly employ

optical camera or spectrometer to observe the features

after blue-core formation, the present study devotes itself

to revealing the transitional behaviours prior to and after

the blue-core formation and the spatial structures across

the edge of blue-core plasma column, in terms of wave

propagation and power deposition. These details are given

for the first time and useful for understanding the physics of

blue-core phenomenon. A well-benchmarked

electromagnetic solver (EMS) based on Maxwell’s

equations and a cold-plasma dielectric tensor is

employed for computations, referring to the recent

experiments on CSDX [9, 25]. We found that:

• the computed wave electric field peaks off-axis and near the

radial location of particle transport barrier observed in

experiment, during the blue-core formation;

• the wave magnetic field shows multiple radial modes inside

the blue-core column;

• the axial profiles of wave field demonstrate that the decay

length is shorter for higher confining field strength, and the

mode structure inside the blue-core column is very

different from that outside;

• the two-dimensional distributions of wave energy and

power deposition show off-axis (or hollow) features in

radius, especially far from antenna in the diffusion region,

and periodic structures in the axial direction near the blue-

core boundary layer;

• the analyses based on step-like function theory yield

consistent results in terms of the radial profile of wave

electric field;

• the equivalence of blue-core helicon plasma column to

optical fiber for electromagnetic communications

possesses theoretical feasibility, as long as the incident

angle is larger than the threshold value, and inspires a

novel “plasma fibre” applications of helicon plasma.

Future research will be devoted to the detailed comparison

between computed and measured wave field and power

absorption during the blue-core formation, and the

experimental verification of this novel concept of “plasma

fiber”.
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